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I see the look on your faces and
I can't wait to blow it out of the frame
I don't care what they say
when they are speaking my name
just as long as they say I was a fame

, my nigegrs on the corner
.. no vacation going hard like ,
Going hand to hand so long nigger I got ,
Never said nothing looked up to hustlers ..
So when they come to get me I wait them with a bang

I see the look on your faces and
I can't wait to blow it out of the frame
I don't care what they say
when they are speaking my name
just as long as they say I was a fame

I will be rapping the .. official ..
Get back to business .. daily bases
.. I need to .. my nigger .. for me
Some bail money .. fuck you said it
That means I mean what I said
.. spit when you put me in the ..
Nigger I am trying to rap my way about this shit
I see the look on your faces and
I can't wait to blow it out of the frame
I don't care what they say
when they are speaking my name
just as long as they say I was a fame

.. for some action

.. in the game and I am blasting
Things ain't the same for the gangsters ..
I remain the same .. she want to put me in her ..
They are telling me I am the savior
Remember to stay .. mother fuckers
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